Appendix A - Initial Park Access – Trailhead Parking Lot - Diamond Point Road

NOTES:

1. EXISTING SITE & CLEARING LIMITS:
   a. The Clearing Limits for the new development are generally 10' beyond shrubbery and gravel trails adjacent to road.
   b. Trails within the Clearing Limits were cut down and removed prior to being joined. The stumps are remaining from these trees. All visible stumps and roots may remain as well.
   c. The Clearing Limits for this contract will be considered the edge of the cleared area.

2. CLEARING & GRADING:
   a. The existing site and clearances are set at 10' for all, except natural shrubbery and stumps left from the USFS Timber Sale within the Clearing Limits.
   b. Remove and dispose of all debris, debris, logs, and stumps, including stumps, root balls, tree roots, and any underground utilities and trees within the Clearing Limits.
   c. Remove and dispose of all debris, debris, logs, and stumps, including stumps, root balls, tree roots, and any underground utilities and trees within the Clearing Limits.

3. DUFF/CUT/FILL/BALE MATERIALS:
   a. The duff shall be stockpiled inside the Clearing Limits (designated as area) and disposed of outside the Clearing Limits (designated as area).
   b. The duff shall be stockpiled inside the Clearing Limits (designated as area) and disposed of outside the Clearing Limits (designated as area).
   c. The duff shall be stockpiled inside the Clearing Limits (designated as area) and disposed of outside the Clearing Limits (designated as area).

4. MULCHING (STRAW):
   a. Uniformly spread 3'-0" loose straw over the designated area.
   b. Uniformly spread 3'-0" loose straw over the designated area.
   c. Uniformly spread 3'-0" loose straw over the designated area.

5. CONSTRUCTION:
   a. Remove 12'-0" wide north of existing fence to accommodate entrance.
   b. Remove 12'-0" wide north of existing fence to accommodate entrance.
   c. Remove 12'-0" wide north of existing fence to accommodate entrance.

6. ERECTIONS:
   a. Secure the fence with concrete.
   b. Secure the fence with concrete.
   c. Secure the fence with concrete.
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